Aggregation-fragmentation in a model of DNA-mediated colloidal assembly.
We present results from an off-lattice Monte Carlo simulation of DNA-mediated colloidal assembly. In this simulation, the aggregation-fragmentation of a binary mixture of DNA-coated colloidal particles is studied through a simplified model of base-pair hybridization. Bonding between monomers is modeled as a simple temperature-sensitive A/B-type interaction, where type A and B monomers can bond to only the opposite type (no A/A or B/B attachments are allowed). The actual chemistry of base-pair hybridization is not included in the model. The morphological structures of the clusters formed as well as the kinetics of growth are analyzed in our 2D simulations. The fractal dimension and kinetic growth exponents for clusters formed near the DNA "melting" temperature agree with those seen previously for 2D diffusion-limited cluster aggregation (DLCA) models. The clusters appear more compact, exhibiting signs of local order at intermediate temperature values. At higher temperatures, the formation of large clusters is not favorable under the action of temperature-dependent fragmentation, and the system eventually reaches a steady state as a collection of small aggregates. The temperature profile for this dissolution of the colloidal assembly is sharp, indicating that the selective hybridization process provides a highly sensitive measurement tool. At high temperatures, we analyze the steady-state behavior of the average cluster size in terms of an aggregation-fragmentation model.